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Proper Citation: affy (RRID:SCR_012835)

Description: Software R package of functions and classes for the analysis of oligonucleotide arrays manufactured by Affymetrix. Used to process probe level data and for exploratory oligonucleotide array analysis.

Abbreviations: Affy

Synonyms: Affymetrix, analysis of Affymetrix GeneChip data at the probe level, analysis of Affymetrix GeneChip data

Resource Type: software application, software resource, data analysis software, data processing software

Defining Citation: PMID:14960456
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Availability: Free, Available for download, Freely available

Resource Name: affy
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Alternate IDs: BioTools:affy, OMICS_00740, biotools:affy
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Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for affy.

No alerts have been found for affy.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry
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